
PortfolioLink
UX/UI design for IPhone app



What problem are we trying to solve?

1)  Students don’t have a place to feature their portfolio for employers to see. If 
we have centralized place for them to feature their best work, it could be easier 
for them to be found and employed. This will help them to get internship, job, 
and freelance work.


2) Employers can’t see work of all students and have to post jobs on multiple 
job boards or contact friends of friend with job listings. With the app proposed, 
they will be able to see all featured portfolios, sort profiles by skills, save 
profiles that they like, and contact students directly. This will help employers to 
find best match fast and give them bigger candidate pool to choose from.




User research recap 
 (screener survey, research plan, user interviews)

During user research which consisted of Survey that was sent to 30 recipients through 
Google Forms and user interviews,  I was trying to answer two main questions:


1) Is there a need for app like this?


During survey 90% participants indicated that they would benefit from having app that 
would let them feature their portfolio and possibly be found by potential employers 
while they are still in college. Employers also indicated interest to be able to look 
through portfolios not only of students who are graduating, but also those who are still 
in the program. User interview confirmed interest of both sides in Portfolio Link app.


2) Will people use it if it exists?


Majority (70%) of those who answered the survey indicated that they will download the 
app and use it. Personas who were interviewed also expressed interest in downloading 
app like that and using to feature their portfolio or look through other portfolios.



Recap of Competitive App Analysis

Before designing the app, I looked at two similar apps that could be direct or indirect 
competitors to the app that was proposed. I choose the following apps: JobAware and 
ZipReqruiter. I also looked at dribble.com and similar apps.


The following was concluded:


1) Many job search apps have problems with usability and didn’t pass UX check. There 
were hard to use or hard to register. They would also often require too many steps to do 
simple tasks, lack back button or would even freeze during use.


2) Portfolio websites and artsy websites often don’t have iPhone apps, they only often 
have mobile versions. Sometimes those websites are not responsive. This makes it harder 
for users to interact with the screen and find needed information.


3) Job apps or portfolio websites don’t feature students, but feature jobs. There is no way 
to sort by skills and it’s not easy to contact students directly. Also, they are not focused on 
particular school or university. If employer wants to hire from specific school, it is 
somewhat difficult to achieve.

http://dribble.com
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User Persona example
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Example of user flow
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More quick sketches
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https://sketch.cloud/s/4gqex

Pleas, see interactive example on Sketch Cloud and here


